Resonance states of a two-electron quantum dot are studied using a variational expansion with both real basis-set functions and complex scaling methods. The two-electron entanglement (linear entropy) is calculated as a function of the electron repulsion at both sides of the critical value, where the ground (bound) state becomes a resonance (unbound) state. The linear entropy and fidelity and double orthogonality functions are compared as methods for the determination of the real part of the energy of a resonance. The complex linear entropy of a resonance state is introduced using complex scaling formalism.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past few years the application of quantum information concepts to some long standing problems has led to a deeper understanding of those problems [1] and, as a consequence, to the formulation of new methods to solve (or calculate) them. For example, the simulability of many body problems is determined by the amount of entanglement shared between the spins of the system [2] .
There is a number of quantities that can be calculated in order to analyze the information carried by a given state including the entanglement of formation [3] , the fidelity [4] and several kinds of entropies, entanglement witnesses and so on. Of course it depends on the problem which quantity is more adequate, or accessible, to be calculated.
In the case of atomic or few body systems with continuous degrees of freedom a rather natural quantity is the von Neumann entropy, it has been used to study a number of problems: Helium like atom [5] , [6] , generation of entanglement via scattering [7] , the dynamical entanglement of small molecules [8] , and entanglement in Hooke's atom [9] .
In quantum dots, most quantum information studies focus in the amount of entanglement carried by its eigenstates [10, 11] , or in the controllability of the system [12] . Both approaches are driven by the possible use of a quantum dot as the physical realization of a qubit [13] .
The controllability of the system is usually investigated (or performed) between the states with the lowest lying eigenenergies [14] .
Besides the possible use of quantum dots as quantum information devices there are proposals to use them as photodetectors. The proposal is based on the use of resonance states because of its properties, in particular its large scattering section compared to the scattering sections of bounded states [16] .
The resonance states are slowly decaying scattering states characterized by a large but finite lifetime. Resonances are also signaled by sharp, Lorentzian-type peaks in the scattering matrix. In many cases of interest where complex scaling (analytic dilatation) techniques can be applied, resonances energies show up as isolated complex eigenvalues of the rotated Hamiltonian [15] . Under this transformation the bound states remain exactly preserved and the resonance states are exposed as L 2 functions of the rotated Hamiltonian. Resonance states can be observed in two-electron quantum dots [16, 17] and two-electron atoms [18] .
Recently, a work by Ferrón, Osenda, and Serra [19] studied the behavior of the von Neumann entropy associated with L 2 approximations of resonance states of two electron quantum dots. In particular that work was focused in the resonance state that arises when the ground state loses its stability, i.e. the quantum dot does not have two electron bounded states any more. Varying the parameters of the quantum dot allows the energy to cross the ionization threshold that separates the region where the two electron ground state is stable from the region where the quantum dot loses one electron.
In reference [19] it was found that the von Neumann entropy provide a way to obtain the real part of the energy of the resonance, in other words, the von Neumann entropy provides a stabilization method. The numerical approximation used in [19] allowed to obtain only a reduced number of energy levels (in a region where the spectrum is continuous) their method provided the real part of the energy of the resonance only for a discrete set of parameters and this set could not be chosen a priori. Notwithstanding this, Ferrón et al., conjectured that there is a well defined function S(E r ), the von Neumann entropy of the resonance state, which has a well defined value for every value of the real part of the energy of the resonance,
In this work we will show, if λ is the external parameter that drives the quantum dot through the ionization threshold, that the entropy S(E r (λ)) is a smooth function of λ. Also it is showed that the resonance state entropy calculated by Ferrón et al. is correct near the ionization threshold.
We have studied other quantities, besides the entropy, that are good witnesses of resonance presence. One of them is the Fidelity, which has been widely used [20, [20] [21] [22] in the detection of non-analytical behavior in the spectrum of quantum systems. The analysis of the Fidelity provides a method to obtain the real part of the resonance energy from variational eigenstates. We introduce the Double Orthogonality function (DO) that measures changes in quantum states and detects the resonance region. The DO compares the extended continuum states and the state near the resonance, also providing the real part of the resonance energy.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present the model and briefly explain the technical details to obtain approximate eigenvalues, eigenfunctions, and the density of states for the problem. In Section III the fidelity is used to obtain the real part of the resonance energy and the Double Orthogonality is introduced as an alternative method. In Section IV the linear entropy and the expectation value of the Coulombian repulsion are studied using complex scaling methods. Finally, in Section V we discuss our results and present our conclusions.
II. THE MODEL AND BASIC RESULTS
There are many models of quantum dots, with different symmetries and interactions. In this work we consider a model with spherical symmetry, with two electrons interacting via the Coulomb repulsion. The main results should not be affected by the particular potential choice as it is already known that the near threshold behavior and other critical quantities (such as the critical exponents of the energy and other observables) are mostly determined by the range of the involved potentials [24] . Therefore to model the dot potential we use a short-range potential suitable to apply the complex scaling method. After this considerations we propose the following Hamiltonian H for the system
where 
where λ = r 0 .
We choose the exponential binding potential to take advantage of its analytical properties.
In particular this potential is well behaved and the energy of the resonance states can be calculated using complex scaling methods. So, besides its simplicity, the exponential potential allows us to obtain independently the energy of the resonance state and a check for our results. The threshold energy, ε, of Hamiltonian Eq. (2), that is, the one body ground state energy can be calculated exactly [25] and is given by
where J ν (x) is the Bessel function.
The discrete spectrum and the resonance states of the model given by Eq. (2) can be obtained approximately using L 2 variational functions [17] , [23] . So, if |ψ j (1, 2) are the exact eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian, we look for variational approximations
where the |Φ i must be chosen adequately and M is the basis set size.
Since we are interested in the behavior of the system near the ground-state ionization threshold, we choose as basis set s-wave singlets given by
where n 2 ≤ n 1 , l ≤ n 2 , χ s is the singlet spinor, and the
i.e. they are eigenfunctions of the total angular momentum with zero eigenvalue and the Y l m are the spherical harmonics. Note also that Y l 0,0 is a real function since it is symmetric in the particle index. The radial term (φ n 1 (r 1 )φ n 2 (r 2 )) s has the appropriate symmetry for a singlet state,
where
and the φ's are chosen to satisfy n 1 |n 1 = 1. The numerical results are obtained by taking the Slater type forms for the orbitals
where α is a non-linear parameter of the basis. It is clear that in terms of the functions defined in Eq. (5) the variational eigenfunctions reads as
where n 1 ≥ n 2 ≥ l ≥ 0, then the basis set size is given by
so we refer to the basis set size using both N and M. In Eq. (10) we added α as a basis index to indicate that in general the variational eigenfunction is α-dependent. The matrix elements of the kinetic energy, the Coulombic repulsion between the electrons and other mathematical details involving the functions |n 1 , n 2 ; l; α are given in references [26] , [27] .
We only show here for completeness the matrix elements of the exponential potential in the basis of Eq. (9), Resonance states have isolated complex eigenvalues, E res = E r − iΓ/2, Γ > 0, whose eigenfunctions are not square-integrable. These states are considered as quasi-bound states of energy E r and inverse life time Γ. For the Hamiltonian Eq. (2), the resonance energies belong to the interval (ε, 0) [15] .
The resonance states can be analyzed using the spectrum obtained with a basis of L 2 functions (see [19] and References therein). The levels above the threshold have several avoided crossings that "surround" the real part of the energy of the resonance state. The presence of a resonance can be made evident looking at the eigenvalues obtained numerically. 1 (λ) is rather insensitive to the actual value of α, the differences between E (α=2) 1 (λ) and E (α=6) 1 (λ) are smaller than the width of the lines shown in the figure. Above the threshold the behavior changes, the curve for a given value of α has two well defined regions, in each region E 1 is basically a straight line. The two straight lines in each region has a different slope and the change in the slope is located around E r (λ).
In the case of E (α) 2 (λ) there are three regions, in each one of them the curve for a given value of α is basically a straight line and the slope is different in each region. A feature that appears rather clearly is that, for fixed λ , the density of levels for energy unit is not uniform, despite that the curves E (α i ) j (λ) are drawn for forty equally spaced α i 's between α = 2.0 and α = 6.0. This fact has been observed previously [33] and the density of states can be written in terms of two contributions, a localized one and an extended one. The localized density of states is attributed to the presence of the resonance state, conversely the extended density of states is attributed to the continuum of states between (ε, 0).
The localized density of states ρ(E) can be expressed as [28, 33] ρ(E) = ∂E(α) ∂α Since we are dealing with a variational approximation, we calculate Figure 3 shows the typical behavior of ρ j (E) ≡ ρ(E (α i ) j (λ)) for several eigenenergies and λ = 2.25. The real and imaginary parts of the resonance's energy, E r (λ) and Γ respectively, can be obtained from ρ(E), see for example [28] and references there in. This method provides and independent way to obtain E res , besides the method of complex scaling.
The values of E r (λ) and Γ(λ) are obtained performing a nonlinear fitting of ρ(E), with a Lorentzian function,
One of the drawbacks of this method results evident: for each λ there are several ρ j (E) (in fact one for each variational level), and since each ρ j (E) provides a value for E j r (λ) and Γ j (λ) one has to choose which one is the best. Kar and Ho [28] solve this problem fitting all the ρ j (E) and keeping as the best values for E r (λ) and Γ(λ) the fitting parameters with the smaller χ 2 value. At least for their data the best fitting (the smaller χ 2 ) usually corresponds to the larger n. This fact has a clear interpretation, if the numerical method approximates
n (λ) a large n means that the numerical method is able to provide a large number of approximate levels, and so the continuum of states between (ε, 0) is "better" approximated.
It is worth to remark that the results obtained from the complex scaling method and from the density of states are in excellent agreement, see Table I .
III. FIDELITY AND DOUBLE ORTHOGONALITY FUNCTIONS
Since the work of Zanardi et al. [20, 21] there has been a growing interest in the fidelity approach as a mean to study quantum phase transitions [20] , the information-theoretic differential geometry on quantum phase transitions (QPT's) [21] or the disordered quantum XY model [22] . In all these cases the fidelity is used to detect the change of behavior of the states of a quantum system. For example, if λ is the external parameter that drives a system through a QPT, the fidelity is the superposition F = Ψ(λ − δλ), Ψ(λ + δλ) , where Ψ is the ground state of the system. It has been shown that F is a good detector of critical behavior in ordered [20] and disordered systems [22] .
In the following we will show that the energy levels calculated using the variational approximation show critical behavior near the energy of the resonance, moreover the curve E r (λ) can be obtained from the fidelity. Figure 4 shows the behavior of the function G n = 1 − F n , where
, and Ψ n is the n th eigenstate obtained with the variational approach.
The behavior of G is quite simple. The value of G is very small, except near the avoided crossings where the value of G increases rather steeply (at least for small n). This is so because near the avoided crossing the superposition | Ψ n (λ), Ψ n (λ + δλ) | 2 → 0. Actually,
n (λ) has non analytical behavior. Is for this reason that the fidelity is a good detector of quantum phase transitions [20] [21] [22] . In a first order QPT the energy of the ground state is non analytical, and in a second order QPT the gap in the avoided crossing between the ground state and the first excited state goes to zero in the thermodynamic limit.
The previous argument supports why G 1 has only one peak, while all the others functions G n have two peaks, the number of peaks is the number of avoided crossings of each level.
However, since the resonance state lies somewhere between the avoided crossings it is natural to ask what feature of the fidelity signals the presence of the resonance. For a given level n the value of the energy is fixed, so we must pick a distinctive feature of G n that is present for some λ f n , such that E r (λ f n ) ≃ E n (λ f n ) (from here we will use E n or E (α) n interchangeably). It results to be, that λ f n is the value of λ such that G n attains its minimum between its two peaks. Figure 4 shows the points E n (λ f n ). In Table I we tabulate the real part of the energy calculated using DO, complex scaling, fidelity and Density of States, for the five values of λ The idea of detecting the resonance state energy with functions depending on the inner product could be taken a step further. To this end we consider the functions
where λ L and λ R are two given coupling values. It is clear from the definition that 
With this prescription, the DO n functions are rather independent of the actual values chosen for λ L and λ R . For a given n, DO n (λ) measures how much the state Ψ n (λ) differs from the extended states Ψ n (λ R ) and Ψ n (λ L ).
We look for the states with minimum DO n , in the same fashion as we did with the fidelity, we can obtain values E r (λ n DO ) ≃ E n (λ n DO ), where λ n DO is defined by DO n (λ n DO ) = min λ DO n (λ). Figure 5 shows the behavior of DO n obtained for the same parameters that the ones used in Figure 4 , and we compare the values of E n (λ n DO ) with energy values obtained using complex scaling methods in Table I . The curves in Figure 5 show that outside (λ L , λ R ) the states Ψ n change very little when λ changes and DO n ≃ 1. Inside the resonance region, (λ av L , λ av R ), the functions DO n change abruptly. The width in λ in which a given DO n changes abruptly apparently depends on the width of the resonance, Γ, but so far we have not been able to relate both quantities.
From Table I and Figure 5 it is rather clear that despite that the fidelity and the DO n provide approximate values for E r (λ) for different sets of λ's, both sets belongs to the "same" curve, i.e. the same curve considering the numerical inaccuracies. Both methods would give 
IV. THE ENTROPY

Ifρ
red is the reduced density operator for one electron [19] , then the von Neumann entropy S is given by
and the linear entropy S lin is given by [11] 
where the reduced density operator iŝ
here the trace is taken over one electron, and |Ψ is the total two-electron wave function.
Both entropies, Eqs. (17) and (18), can be used to analyze how much entanglement has a given state. One can choose between one entropy or the other out of convenience. In this paper we will use the linear entropy. For a discussion about the similarities between the two entropies see Reference [11] and references therein.
As the two electron wave function is not available we instead use the variational approximation Eq. (10). As has been noted in previous works (see [5] and References therein), when the total wave function factorizes in spatial and spinorial components it is possible to single out both contributions, then the analysis of the behavior of the entropy is reduced to the analysis of the behavior of the spatial part S, since the spinorial contribution is constant.
In this case, if ϕ(r 1 , r 2 ) is the two electron wave function and ρ red (r 1 , r ′ 1 ) is given by
then the linear entropy S lin can be calculated as
where the λ i are the eigenvalues of ρ red and are given by Figure 6 shows the behavior of the linear entropy for several variational levels. The meaning of each curve has been extensively discussed in Reference [19] . We include a brief discussion here for completeness. 
When the two-electron quantum dot loses an electron the state of the system can be described as one electron bounded to the dot potential, and one unbounded electron at infinity, as a consequence the spatial wave function can be written as a symmetrized product of one electron wave functions so S lin = S c = 1/2. Therefore if only bound and continuum states are considered the entropy has a discontinuity when λ crosses the threshold value λ th . The picture changes significantly when resonance states are considered. The resonance state keeps its two electrons "bounded" before the ionization for a finite time given by the inverse of the imaginary part of the energy. Of course the life time of a bounded state is infinite while the life time of a resonance state is finite. In reference [19] is suggested that it is possible to construct a smooth function S(E r (λ)) that "interpolates" between the minima of the functions S(Ψ j ) shown in Figure 6 . This assumption was justified by similar arguments that the used in the present work, i.e. if we call λ S n to the value of λ where S(Ψ n ) gets its minimum then E n (λ S n ) follows approximately the curve E r (λ). As Ferrón et al. [19] used only one variational parameter α, it seemed natural to pick the minimum value of S(Ψ n ) as the feature that signaled the presence of the resonance state.
Until now we have exploited the fact that E r (λ), at a given λ can be approximated by variational eigenvalues corresponding to different values of the variational parameter,
n ′ (λ) (the superscript α is made evident to remark that the eigenvalues correspond to different variational parameters α and α ′ ). There is no problem in approximating an exact eigenvalue with different variational eigenvalues. But, from the point of view of the entropy, there is a problem since, in general, S(Ψ
n (λ)). Moreover, as has been stressed in Reference [2] , a given numerical method could be useful to accurately calculate the spectrum of a quantum system, but hopelessly inaccurate to calculate the entanglement. In few body systems there is evidence that there is a strong correlation between the entanglement and the Coulombian repulsion between the components of the system [5, 9, 11, 26] . Because of this correlation we will carefully investigate the behavior of the Coulombian repulsion between the electrons in our model.
For the Hamiltonian Eq. (2), and ψ ∈ L 2 an eigenvector of H with eigenvalue E, the Hellman-Feynman theorem gives that
We use both sides of Eq. (23) To evaluate the l.h.s of Eq. (23) we take advantage that we have found, independently, the real part of the resonance eigenvalue, E r (λ), using complex scaling methods. n has a valley the expectation value 1 r 12 n has a peak. Where the expectation value 1 r 12 n has its maximum the corresponding linear entropy has its minimum. The inverse behavior showed by the entropy and the Coulombian repulsion has been observed previously [11, 26] .
For a given variational parameter α, and for small n, . Besides, the shape of both curves near the maximum of 1 r 12 n is very similar, in this sense our variational approach gives a good approximation not only for E r (λ) but for its derivative too.
For larger values of n the maximum of shape of the curves near this maximum is quite different. We proceed as before and changing α we obtain a good approximation for Apparently there is no way to push further the variational method, at least keeping the same basis set, in order to obtain a better approximation than the depicted in Figure 8 . The difficulty seems to be more deep than just a limitation of the variational method used until this point. We can clarify this subject using the properties of the complex scaling method.
Let us call φ θ the eigenvector such that
where H(θ) is the Hamiltonian obtained from the complex scaling transformation [29] , and θ is the angle of "rotation". The eigenvector φ θ depends on θ, but for θ large enough the eigenvalue E res does not depend on θ. As pointed by Moiseyev [29] , the real part of the expectation value of a complex scaled observable is the physical measurable quantity, while the imaginary part gives the uncertainty of measuring the real part. Moreover, the physical measurable quantity must be θ independent as is, for example, the eigenvalue E res .
The eigenvector φ θ can be normalized using that
Since φ θ is normalized, we get that
in this last equation we have used that, under the complex scaling transformation,
and defined the quantity . This generalized Hellman-Feynman theorem is also valid for Gamow states [30] . 
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented numerical calculations about the behavior of the fidelity and the double orthogonality functions DO n (λ). The numerical results show that it is possible to obtain E r (λ) with great accuracy, for selected values of λ, without employing any stabilization method. These two methods to find E r (λ) do not depend on particular assumptions about the model or the variational method used to find approximate eigenfunctions above the threshold, their success depends on the ability of the approximate eigenstates to detect the non-analytical changes in the spectrum.
The fidelity has been extensively used to detect quantum phase transitions in spin systems [20] , the behavior of quasi-integrable systems [31] , thermal phase transitions [32] , etc.
To the best of our knowledge this work is the first attempt to apply the concept of fidelity to resonance states and to the characterization of spectral properties of a system with non-normalizable eigenstates. Besides, it is remarkable that the fidelity and the double orthogonality give the real part of the resonance eigenvalue using only real variational functions. This energy as a function of λ is obtained by moving the nonlinear parameter α but without fitting as needed by standard stabilization methods. Moreover, as shown by the tabulated values in Table I the fidelity provides E r (λ) as accurately as the density of states method, with considerable less numerical effort.
We proposed a definition of the resonance entropy based on a complex scaled extension of the usual definition. The extension implies that the reduced density operator is not hermitian and has complex eigenvalues, resulting in a complex entropy. The real and imaginary parts of the complex entropy are θ independent, as should be expected for the expectation value of an observable [29] . This independence gives support to the interpretation of the real part of the entropy as the amount of entanglement of the resonance state.
Other kinds of resonances, as those that arise from perturbation of bound states embedded in the continuum, could be studied applying the same quantum information methods used in this paper. Work is in progress in this direction.
